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ABSTRACT 

Adaptive Optics for ELT are compared with the ones for existing 8m class facilities, expecial with respect to the covered 
fields and wavelenght range. Suggestions for wavefront sinergy from both natural and aritifical references are briefly 
outlined. Some final remarks for possible AO developements on ELTs are given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent discussion held in Orlando at the biannual conference of SPIE on Astronomical Instrumentation, Peter 
Wizinowich claimed that the Adaptive optics systems we built till now are the primitive, experimental, simplified 
versions of the ones we are going to build in the next decades for the next generation instruments for the existing 8m 
class telescopes and for the Extremely Large Telescopes. Keeping the two classes of systems into a single one could 
maybe appears as a forceful thing just little time ago when the perspective of building an ELT whose aperture was 
literally more than an order of magnitude larger than the existing telescopes was a real one. Today, given that ELT sizes 
range in the class of 25 to 40meters in equivalent diameters, while 8m class telescopes in operation surpass the figure of 
ten, such a huge difference is maybe a little more gray. Recalling the key point of this workshop, wavelength versus 
ELTs…, one could point out that the Adaptive Optics system for an 8m telescope at visible wavelength is just 
equivalent, roughly speaking, under several circumstances, to one operating at the edge of the thermal infrared for a 40m 
ELT. I try in the following to show you my, very personal as usual, vision on what are the perspectives on Adaptive 
Optics for the next step in such a field.  

2. FIELD OR STREHL? 
While there are a number of instruments devoted to achieve what is usually called extreme AO, in order to achieve very 
large Strehl, even at shorter wavelengths, only a less than an handful are genuinely devoted to significantly enlarge the 
Field of View. On one side MAD turned MCAO from the realm of scientific laboratory to a minimum of astrophysical 
exploitation, and the LGS based MCAO system on GEMINI is expected to provide such performances on a regular basys 
and with a significant sky coverage, there is currently not firm provision for a dedicated MCAO facility with more than 
imaging options. This situation is clearly going to change in the very near future given the achievements and the 
demands for high multiplexing spectroscopy. On this side one have to recall that the request on the imaging or 
spectroscopic instrument side can easily becomes huge. The size of the PSF scales down with the diameter of the 
telescope while the size of the corrected Field of View in MCAO remain constant or, as it has been suggested because of 
the better overlap of the pupils in the upper layers, could even slightly become larger. In the current discussions for 
cameras or spectroscopic facility behind an MCAO system for an ELT is not impossible to consider to limit the Field of 
View not just because of the capabilities of the MCAO system, but just because of the cost, complexity, or practicability 
of achieving a huge amount of equivalent pixels. The equivalent of MUSE on a fully exploited MCAO system on an 
ELT would leads to a monster of the size of the order of slightly less than two orders of magnitude of what is such an 
actual instrument! 
This could, however, leads to the comfortable positions of having something to trade for, in other words to achieve an 
MCAO system that is not pushed to the edges of the achievable Field of View but deliberately limiting it in exchange of 
some gain into quality of the PSF, Strehl, or wavelength coverage. Roughly speaking, and following the rules of thumb 
stated by Beckers in the time of the first conceptions of MCAO (now about 20 years ago!) one can figure out that a 
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doubling of the linear FoV can be achieved by doubling the total number of actuators (let’s now do not bother if these are  
distribuited on a more densely populated mirror or splitted among more than one, conjugated in the smarter way) so, 
conversely, accepting a FoV smaller than the conceptually achievable one allows, in principle, ot a pupil sampling with 
actuators that is finer by a factor given by the square root of the change in linear size. This is not really a huge gain 
although it could leads, in principle, the equivalent of a 2arcmin MCAO in the NIR to an almost visible AO system 
operating to the reddest part of the visible wavelength with similar performances. The above mentioned reasoning 
assumes, however, that the main “cost” of an AO system is in the actuators. The truth is of course much more complex 
and involves the availability of reference sources enough bright to make the correction possible as, I believe, the 
dominating source of trouble. In the current days LGSs are the preferred source. It is interesting that the power 
requirements for LGS can easily ramp up with a little increase in demands of wavelength or Strehl. This is because the 
finest sampling of the pupil is to be achieved also in the temporal regime, for a fixed layers velocity, leading to a cubic 
relationship to the power requirements. This without considering any saturation effect on the Sodium layer that soon or 
later will pop up in the game. A rather large number of low power LGSs could be an achievable options conceptually, 
although will poses, of course, at least different conditions on complexity. It is remarkable that some of the techniques 
for multiple sensing are somehow lost now and that the efforts for using light from LGSs in the same fashion as they are 
coming from infinity, are currently not being further exploited. A lot of the concepts were just seeds and could unveils a 
number of techniques that is difficult to predict in this moment. Seems to me, however, that nowadays ELT builders need 
more certainty and prefer to secure system with existing and consolidated technology leaving explorations to further 
techniques to a later stage. 

 
Fig. 1. The layer “disoriented” wavefront sensor, as it has been nicknamed by some anonymous, mounted on MAD. After 

MAD achieved MCAO on the sky through the efforts of a group led by Marchetti, at ESO, this wavefront sensor 
achieved multiple wavefront sensing using detectors optically conjugated to different atmospheric layers and optically 
combining light from different stars. 
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3. SYNERGY OF NGS AND LGS 
Extreme AO systems are solely based on extremely bright stars. The scientific goal offers for free such a reference so 
there is no discussion about this point. On the other side the demand for sky coverage is such that LGS becomes the 
natural answer, assuming they are  technologically enough mature, something that will become clearer in the next years. 
It is disappointing, however, that the role of Natural Guide Stars is confined into just extremes. Some systems rely purely 
on NGSs, such as in MAD or in the NIRVANA MCAO system, with different aims into sky coverages (and none 
designed explicitely with the intention to perform just MCAO with the highest sky coverage as possible!) or are confined 
to the role of providing tip-tilt and/or extremely low order informations, otherwise impossible, or difficuilt to obtains, 
with LGSs. Again, I see here a lack of pushing the edge. What happen to the realm of tip-tilt retrieval techniques for 
LGSs? The only pursued one, the polychromatic approach, still is waiting for a firm demonstration on the sky, while 
others lost their attention. Hybrid systems, are never really proposed, and probably has not even been seriously 
investigated at the conceptual level although could provide, among the other things, a sort of failsafe performance in case 
some of the LGS units would be under maintenance. Maybe what is changing here is the attitude to complexity. Once 
AO system has been developed and build in their first generation systems, now the complexity involved in the next ones 
leaves little freedom to experimenting new approaches. There could be a lot of truth into this but still something more 
gray in the usage of LGSs vs. NGSs is achievable. An extremely simplified way of achieving such a goal is to perform a 
sort of Multiple Field of View Adaptive Optics with the correction of the ground layer achieved through the use of solely 
NGSs and the residual correction through LGSs. This subdivision of roles would ensure a certain uniformity of 
correction as the density of photons in the metapupil would be controlled by the LGSs power and any uncertainty in their 
effectiveness (due for example of variations in strength in the mesospheric Sodium layer) would be common to all the 
LGSs. Also, sky coverage for field as large as 6 arcmin can be used and there are sort of indications from the recent 
operations on the sky of MAD that ground corrections are somehow better than expected (this is still controversial at the 
moment of writing, however) and hence one could imagine a correction on an even larger Field of  View. This would 
leave to the LGSs the role of correcting a gentler atmosphere and will divide the two systems into two well separated 
ones. In principle the two stages could be completely decoupled with the one correcting the ground layer incorporated 
into the telescope and the other in a second stage. Still, the system has probably little chances to achieve high Strehl 
because the sampling of the pupil would nevertheless limit the highest spatial frequencies on the pupil, with the current 
levels of LGSs power one can achieve. Such a system would be rather failsafe and would provide a bench for such a 
technology. Maybe one should consider to build up such a kind of instrument for an 8m class telescope first. The most 
ideal system would be, under this perspective, ones that could mix up directly on the detector the light from a natural star 
with the ones coming out from a LGSs. In a focal plane detector (like a Shack Hartmann) this could be achieved with 
different optical paths for the LGS and NGS while in a pupil plane kind of wavefront sensor the difference would be in 
the position along the optical axis of the element perturbing the light and producing the imprinting to the pupil. For 
example a layer oriented wavefront sensor could have pyramids conjugated to infinity and others conjugated to the 
current range of the LGS, but still having in commonality the pupil plane and the detector.  

 

 
Fig. 2. A field of 107 arcsec of size corrected by solely NGS with the Layer Oriented Adaptive Optics Wavefront Sensor 

onboard of MAD. This is a moderate Strehl of about 10 percent and could represent a practical demonstration of the 
first stage of a more complex Adaptive optics system. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
In all the worskshop organized in Lund I arranged to write little papers with somehow obscure, a little ermetics, 
informations. This is not exception and of course I hope that in a subsequent stages this would turn into a more 
consolidated organized work if not into metal and glass (as it has been for the meeting organized in 1999). As this is a 
meeting organized for a very, very, very special occasion I cannot stop myself to recalling one of the very first meeting 
where a certain Arne Ardeberg gave a talk on some visionary segmented mirror telescopes of, I recall, about 25m in 
diameter. Now, LBT is mimicking such an aperture and is standing in real metal and glass and, although still in a non 
coherent fashion, is already producing science. ELTs are in the path of history and it will be just a matter of time they 
will turn out into the real world. With timescales of a little less than a decade a lot of changes happen in the realm of 
Adaptive Optics and there is no reason this will not continue to happen in the near future. We positively need to continue 
to improve our ability to build more complex and challenging Adaptive Optics system, as well, and maybe even more 
important, to consistently improve our visions, foreseeing novel ways to achieve full sky, high Strehl, short wavelength 
Adaptive optics system.  
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